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ABSTRACT
We study the stellar mass functions (SMFs) of star-forming and quiescent galaxies in 11 galaxy clusters at 1.0 < z < 1.4, drawn from the Gemini
Observations of Galaxies in Rich Early Environments (GOGREEN) survey. Based on more than 500 hours of Gemini/GMOS spectroscopy, and
deep multi-band photometry taken with a range of observatories, we probe the SMFs down to a stellar mass limit of 109.7 M⊙ (109.5 M⊙ for star-
forming galaxies). At this early epoch, the fraction of quiescent galaxies is already highly elevated in the clusters compared to the field at the same
redshift. The quenched fraction excess (QFE) represents the fraction of galaxies that would be star-forming in the field, but are quenched due to
their environment. The QFE is strongly mass dependent, and increases from ∼30% at M⋆ = 109.7 M⊙, to ∼80% at M⋆ = 1011.0 M⊙. Nonetheless,
the shapes of the SMFs of the two individual galaxy types, star-forming and quiescent galaxies, are identical between the clusters and the field -
to high statistical precision. Yet, along with the different quiescent fractions is the total galaxy SMF environmentally dependent, with a relative
deficit of low-mass galaxies in the clusters. These results are in stark contrast with findings in the local Universe, and thus require a substantially
different quenching mode to operate at early times. We discuss these results in the light of several popular quenching models.
Key words. Galaxies: luminosity function, mass function – Galaxies: stellar content – Galaxies: clusters: general – Galaxies: evolution – Galaxies:
photometry
1. Introduction
Increasingly sophisticated statistical studies of the overall pop-
ulation of galaxies as a function of mass, cosmic time, and en-
vironment have provided a basic picture of the formation and
evolution of galaxies (e.g. Blanton & Moustakas 2009; Moster
et al. 2018; Behroozi et al. 2019). While dark matter haloes con-
tinue to accrete material from their surrounding regions, some
galaxies stop forming stars, or “quench”. This leads to a distinct
bimodality (in colour, star formation rate, morphology and other
quantities) in the galaxy population (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003;
Baldry et al. 2004; Cassata et al. 2008;Wetzel et al. 2012; Taylor
et al. 2015). The fraction of galaxies that are quenched depends
strongly on their stellar mass, and also on their local environ-
ment (e.g. Baldry et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2010). The physical
drivers behind the overall process of quenching, and how these
change with epoch and environment, are still poorly understood,
and are thus a very active topic of extragalactic astronomy (see
Somerville & Davé 2015, for a review).
Quenching processes that are driven by internal mechanisms
are referred to as mass- (or self-) quenching (Peng et al. 2010).
In addition to this, there is an excess of quenched galaxies
in over-dense environments (environmental quenching, Wetzel
et al. 2013). This component can be quantified by local den-
⋆ e-mail: rvanderb@eso.org
sity, cluster-centric radius, or a general split between centrals and
satellites. There is evidence that the quenching processes that are
driven by mass and environment are largely separable, at least in
the local (z . 1) Universe (Baldry et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2010;
Muzzin et al. 2012; Kovacˇ et al. 2014; Guglielmo et al. 2015; van
der Burg et al. 2018). This is to say that there are no cross-terms;
the effectiveness of environmental quenching does not depend on
stellar mass, and the self/mass-quenching itself does not depend
on the environment (but for different interpretations, see De Lu-
cia et al. 2012; Contini et al. 2020). We note that the separability
of these processes does not mean that they are physically unre-
lated processes; galaxies may quench due to shock heating of
their cold gas component due to interactions with the hot (host)
halo; this is generally referred to as “halo quenching”, a process
that may become efficient for both centrals and satellites in host-
haloes Mhalo & 1012M⊙ (Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Cattaneo et al.
2008).
Since galaxy quenching takes place in an evolving density
field, it is critical to constrain the physical mechanisms that
lead to the ultimate quenching of galaxies as a function of cos-
mic epoch (i.e. redshift). Indeed, gas accretion rates, consump-
tion times, and the dynamical interactions between galaxies and
their environments evolve rapidly with redshift. Furthermore, at
fixed halo mass, dark matter haloes in over-dense environments
form earlier (assembly bias, cf. Zentner et al. 2014; Behroozi
et al. 2019). Observationally, some studies find evidence that, at
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fixed stellar mass, galaxies with old stellar populations indeed
favour regions of higher over-density (Cooper et al. 2010), but
see e.g. Lin et al. (2016) for a null detection, albeit measured
over much larger spatial scales. One would expect the efficiency
of mass- and environmental quenching to evolve with redshift,
and their separability might break down at an earlier epoch.
There is growing evidence that the two modes of quenching are
no longer acting fully independently at higher redshift (z & 1,
Balogh et al. 2016; Kawinwanichakij et al. 2017; Papovich et al.
2018; Pintos-Castro et al. 2019). In fact, the significant growth of
central galaxies, and the build-up of intra-cluster light, may ex-
plain why the expected high abundance of low-mass quenched
galaxies, as predicted by purely environmental quenching, is not
observed in intermediate-redshift clusters (cf. van der Burg et al.
2018).
Exploring the effects of quenching in the early Universe
(z & 1) is a challenging task, especially when focussing on
lower-mass (M⋆ . 1010M⊙) galaxies. Yet, studying the stellar-
mass dependence of quenching over a wide range of masses is a
good differentiator between models. In particular, at the lowest
masses self-quenching is expected to be relatively ineffective so
that environmental quenching processes become relatively more
prominent (Geha et al. 2012; Peng et al. 2012; Wetzel et al.
2012). While typical contiguous surveys like COSMOS contain
the necessary deep spectroscopy and photometry, they cover lim-
ited areas and contain only marginal over-densities. In contigu-
ous surveys the density field is thus generally divided in density
quartiles, or by density contrast δ (Cooper et al. 2006; Sobral
et al. 2011; Davidzon et al. 2016; Darvish et al. 2016; Kaw-
inwanichakij et al. 2017; Papovich et al. 2018; Lemaux et al.
2019). While such studies provide important constraints on the
quenching of galaxies, the most extreme environmental condi-
tions, which are found in galaxy clusters, are not explored. To
be able to probe these environments, a sensible approach is to
select galaxy clusters from wide-field surveys, and to specifi-
cally target cluster galaxies with extremely deep follow-up ob-
servations. We note that a hybrid approach was taken by the Ob-
servations of Redshift Evolution in Large-Scale Environments
(ORELSE Lubin et al. 2009; Tomczak et al. 2017), who quantify
and study the large-scale environments around massive clusters
at 0.6 < z < 1.0.
We have recently completed the Gemini Observations of
Galaxies in Rich Early ENvironments (GOGREEN1, Balogh
et al. 2017) survey, which is a deep spectroscopic (and multi-
band photometric) survey of clusters and groups at z ≥ 1.0.
GOGREEN was designed to address some open questions re-
lated to galaxy quenching in highly over-dense environments at
these epochs. Among the main science drivers of GOGREEN
is a measurement of the relation between stellar mass and star
formation in star-forming galaxies (i.e. the star forming main
sequence, and how it depends on environment, Old et al. 2020).
Furthermore,we wish to constrain quenching timescales bymea-
suring the ages of quiescent galaxies in the clusters, and by com-
paring this to the co-eval (i.e. at the same redshift) field (Webb
et al., in prep.). Whereas earlier work based on the Gemini Clus-
ter Astrophysics Spectroscopic Survey (GCLASS, Muzzin et al.
2012; van der Burg et al. 2013) was restricted to stellar masses
M⋆ ≥ 1010.0M⊙, GOGREEN is designed to probe the galaxy
population at lower masses, and to extend the sample to higher
redshift. It will thus be more sensitive in the regimewhere model
predictions are most discrepant (e.g. Guo et al. 2011; Weinmann
et al. 2012; Bahé et al. 2017).
1 http://gogreensurvey.ca/
In this paper we measure the number density of galaxies as
a function of stellar mass, i.e. the stellar mass function (SMF)
of galaxies in the GOGREEN clusters. Focussing primarily on
the separate SMFs of star-forming and quiescent galaxies, this
allows us to study what drives the quenching of star formation in
galaxies at these early epochs (z & 1). This work is an extension
of local studies (e.g. Balogh et al. 2001; Vulcani et al. 2011;
Annunziatella et al. 2014, 2016), who also used measurements
of the galaxy SMF as a tool to understand galaxy transformations
in cluster environments in terms of their morphology and star
formation activity.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we de-
scribe the spectroscopic and photometric data set we use for the
measurements. Most of the analysis is described in Sect. 3, and
the results are presented in Sect. 4. To help interpret our find-
ings, we discuss the measurements of the SMF in the context of
several reference quenching models in Sect. 5. We conclude and
summarise in Sect. 6, and perform several robustness tests in the
Appendices.
All magnitudes we quote are in the Absolute Bolometric
(AB) magnitude system, and we adopt ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1. Uncertain-
ties are given at the 1-σ level, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Whenever results depend on the assumption of an Initial Mass
Function (IMF), we will use the one from Chabrier (2003). We
further explicitly note that, whenever we mention “field” in this
work, we refer to an average/representative piece of Universe,
which thus includes all environments.
2. Cluster Sample & Data
The cluster sample studied in this work is drawn from the
GOGREEN survey (Balogh et al. 2017). The survey targets 21
systems that cover, by design, a range in redshift (1.0 < z < 1.5)
and halo masses down to the group regime (M200 ∼ 5×1013M⊙).
GOGREEN targeted 12 clusters with M200 & 1014M⊙, 11 of
which are studied in this paper2. Three of those are clusters dis-
covered by the South Pole Telescope (SPT) survey (Brodwin
et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2011; Stalder et al. 2013). Eight oth-
ers are lower-mass clusters taken from the Spitzer Adaptation of
the Red-sequence Cluster Survey (Muzzin et al. 2009; Wilson
et al. 2009; Demarco et al. 2010). For more details regarding the
parent sample, we refer to Balogh et al. (2017) and the data re-
lease paper (Balogh et al., in prep.). Table 1 in this paper gives
an overview of the sample studied here. The following subsec-
tions summarise the photometric and spectroscopic components
of our data set in turn.
2.1. Cluster spectroscopy
Our deep Gemini/GMOS spectroscopy forms the backbone of
this analysis. The main data set is taken with a ∼400-hour Gem-
ini Large Program (PI=Balogh, GS LP-1 and GN LP-4). Five
of the clusters were also part of GCLASS, which resulted in
additional spectroscopic coverage (∼100 hours) for the brighter
galaxies of these clusters.
The spectroscopic target galaxies for GOGREEN were
selected based on [3.6] µm imaging obtained from different
2 The full GOGREEN sample contains a twelfth cluster, SpARCS-
1033, which is not included in the present work. This cluster is not
yet covered by similarly deep multi-band photometry as the other 11. In
the interest of studying a homogeneous sample, we have therefore not
included it in this analysis.
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Table 1. Overview of the eleven GOGREEN clusters studied here.
Name RABCGJ2000 Dec
BCG
J2000 Redshift
a λb10.2,R<1000kpc IQ
c Ks,limd Me⋆,lim
[′′] [magAB] [M⊙]
SPTCL-0205 02:05:48.19 −58:28:49.0 1.320[106/31] 41.1 ± 7.7 0.75 23.25 9.90
SPTCL-0546 05:46:33.67 −53:45:40.6 1.067[156/70] 94.1 ± 10.6 0.64 23.47 9.64
SPTCL-2106 21:06:04.59 −58:44:27.9 1.132[ 95/56] 108.6 ± 11.2 0.42 23.19 9.79
SpARCS-0035 00:35:49.68 −43:12:23.8 1.335[326/33] 45.2 ± 7.9 0.39 23.81 9.70
SpARCS-0219 02:19:43.56 −05:31:29.6 1.325[338/12] 22.2 ± 6.3 0.73 23.27 9.90
SpARCS-0335 03:35:03.56 −29:28:55.8 1.368[133/32] 32.4 ± 7.1 0.58 22.91 10.07
SpARCS-1034 10:34:49.47 +58:18:33.1 1.386[ 84/24] 20.8 ± 6.2 0.58 24.22 9.55
SpARCS-1051 10:51:11.23 +58:18:02.7 1.035[199/48] 13.5 ± 5.7 0.72 24.17 9.35
SpARCS-1616 16:16:41.32 +55:45:12.4 1.156[243/70] 49.4 ± 8.1 0.75 23.76 9.59
SpARCS-1634 16:34:37.00 +40:21:49.3 1.177[191/69] 35.8 ± 7.2 0.65 24.01 9.50
SpARCS-1638 16:38:51.64 +40:38:42.9 1.196[192/68] 18.7 ± 5.9 0.71 23.94 9.54
a In brackets the number of spectroscopic redshifts overlapping with the region for which we have photometry, and the number
of spectroscopic cluster members (here defined as being within 0.02 from the cluster mean redshift, which, depending on the
cluster redshift, corresponds to a velocity cut of 2500-3000 km/s in the cluster rest-frame), respectively. We note that these
cluster members are selected slightly differently from our other papers, where a selection was made in projected phase-space
coordinates (cf. Biviano et al. in prep.). This subtle difference is not relevant for the conclusions presented in this paper, and the
approach followed here renders the membership selection more intuitive, when combined with photometric information.
b Richness, defined as the number of cluster members with M⋆ ≥ 1010.2M⊙ that are found within a circular aperture with R <
1000 kpc. This parameter is used to scale galaxy counts in the SMF in low-mass bins where not every cluster contributes to the
measurement of the SMF due to incompleteness.
c FWHM of the PSF measured in the detection image (Ks-band).
d Faintest magnitude at which 80% of injected sources are still recovered. More details are given in Sect. 3.4.
e Stellar mass limit based on a relatively old stellar population, as described in Sect. 3.4. This is the stellar mass limit we adopt for
the quiescent population. For star-forming galaxies, which are brighter for their stellar mass, we expect to probe 0.2 dex below
this limit.
Spitzer/IRAC programs (primarily SERVS and SWIRE; Lons-
dale et al. 2003; Mauduit et al. 2012), in combination with deep
Gemini GMOS z-band pre-imaging which we obtained as part
of the survey.
Balogh et al. (2017) have identified a region in a z − [3.6]
versus z colour-magnitude diagram, where the purity and com-
pleteness of selecting galaxies in the redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.5
is high. Targeting these with the highest priority, the observing
strategy chosen by GOGREEN is such that the fainter galaxies
appear in multiple slit masks, resulting in integration times of
up to 15 hours. Since individual masks are exposed for 3 hours,
slits on brighter targets can change more frequently. This en-
sures a high spectroscopic completeness (and a high success rate
in measuring reliable redshifts) over a large baseline of magni-
tudes (or stellar masses). The procedure is laid out in more detail
in Sect. 2.4 of Balogh et al. (2017).
To the GOGREEN and GCLASS spectroscopy we add an
existing body of literature redshifts from different sources. SPT
has taken spectra to confirm and characterise their three clus-
ters (Brodwin et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2011; Stalder et al. 2013).
One of those clusters, SPTCL-0546, is also part of the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope (ACT) survey, and we have included red-
shifts measured by Sifón et al. (2013). The PRIsm MUlti-object
Survey (PRIMUS, Coil et al. 2011; Cool et al. 2013) overlaps
with two of our clusters, one of which is also covered by the VI-
MOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS, Scodeg-
gio et al. 2018). One cluster, SpARCS-0335, was also studied
in Nantais et al. (2016), and we use the redshifts measured
with VLT/FORS2 from their work. Furthermore, seven clusters
are covered in DR14 of the SDSS (Abolfathi et al. 2018). We
note that not all these literature sources provide deep enough
spectroscopy to allow for the identification of additional clus-
ter members, but they nonetheless provide redshifts over a wider
baseline, such that we can calibrate and test our photometric red-
shifts.
2.2. Cluster photometric data
The multiband photometry that we have obtained for the
GOGREEN clusters serves several important purposes. Whereas
the GMOS spectroscopy only covers a wavelength range from
6,400Å up to about 10,200Å, using multi-band photometry we
can characterise the galaxy SEDs more accurately, and provide
further constraints on their star-forming properties and stellar
masses. In particular, based on photometry taken at rest-frame
wavelengths ranging from the UV to J-band, we can charac-
terise galaxies in terms of their general type (quiescent versus
star forming) and dust extinction. Furthermore, even a spectro-
scopic program like GOGREEN is, due to practical limitations,
not complete - it has not targeted all cluster members. Based on
accurate and precise photometric redshifts we characterise the
parent galaxy population from which the spectroscopic targets
were selected. A combination of this information is essential if
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Table 2. Illustration of the photometric data set used in this work. The reported depths are median 5-σ limits measured on the PSF-homogenized
stacked images in circular apertures with a diameter of 2′′. The values listed are after correction for Galactic dust extinction, so are indicative of the
galaxy population we study. The instruments and filters used for the different clusters are indicated. For IRAC we measure fluxes in apertures with
a diameter of 3′′ and convert them back to 2′′ by using the detection band, convolved to both PSF sizes, as described in Sect. 3.1. For reference, we
list the median 5-σ depths of 13 stacks in the DR1 COSMOS/UltraVISTA catalogues (these are measured in 2′′.1 apertures Muzzin et al. 2013b).
That subset of filters of the full COSMOS/UltraVISTA data set is used to provide a statistical background correction in this work, and thus to
provide a verification of our fiducial method to measure the cluster SMF (cf. Sect. 3.5).
Name u/U B/g V r/R i/I z/Z Y/J1 J Ks [3.6] µm [4.5] µm [5.8] µm [8.0] µm
SPTCL-0205 26.2b 26.7b 25.6b 25.9b 25.4b 24.2b 24.2h 23.9h 24.0h 23.7j 23.2j − −
SPTCL-0546 25.3b 26.1b 25.3b 25.6b 25.0b 23.8b 24.1h 23.9h 23.9h 24.0j 23.8j − −
SPTCL-2106 26.0b 26.3b 25.9b 25.8b 25.3b 24.6b 24.4h 24.1h 23.6g 23.7j 23.0j − −
SpARCS-0219 25.8b 26.0b 25.3b 25.5b 25.2b 24.1b 24.4h 24.3h 24.0h 24.0j 23.8j 21.4j 21.4j
SpARCS-0335 26.3b 26.4b 25.9b 26.3b 25.5b 24.6b 25.2g 24.3h 23.7h 24.4j 24.3j 21.6j 21.6j
SpARCS-0035 25.9b 26.4b 25.8b 26.0b 25.5b 25.5d 24.2h 24.9g 24.2g 24.6j 24.5j 22.8j 22.6j
SpARCS-1034 − 26.0c − 26.1c 25.5c 25.4e 25.1e 24.5i 24.0i 22.7j 22.4j 19.9j 19.7j
SpARCS-1051 26.3a 26.1c − 26.1c 25.6c 25.4e 25.0e 24.5i 24.1i 22.6j 22.5j 19.7j 19.6j
SpARCS-1616 25.9a 26.2c − 26.1c 25.7c 25.6e 24.7e 24.2i 23.8i 22.7j 22.6j 21.2j 21.3j
SpARCS-1634 25.9a 26.4c − 26.2c 25.8c 25.0f − 24.2i 23.8i 23.0j 22.8j 21.3j 21.3j
SpARCS-1638 26.1a 26.4c − 26.2c 25.6c 25.3f 24.2c 24.1i 23.6i 22.8j 22.5j 21.3j 21.4j
COSMOS/ 26.8a 26.9c 26.4c 26.4c 26.0c 25.2c 24.5k 24.3k 23.8k 23.9j 23.6j 21.7j 21.7jUltraVISTA
a CFHT/MegaCam, b VLT/VIMOS, c Subaru/SuprimeCam, d Blanco/DECam, e Subaru/HSC, f Gemini/GMOS,
g VLT/HAWKI, h Magellan/FourStar, i CFHT/WIRCam, j Spitzer/IRAC, k VISTA/VIRCAM
we are to make a measurement of the entire cluster galaxy pop-
ulation (as required to measure the SMF).
The cluster sample covers a range in declinations between
the North and South. Together with the wide coverage in wave-
length we are aiming for, this required us to utilise multiple tele-
scope sites and instruments. Table 2 lists all telescopes and in-
struments that form the basis of the current photometric analysis.
The exposure times, and associated depths, of our photometry
were tailored to allow for an unbiased detection of galaxies with
stellar masses down to the 109.5 . M⋆/M⊙ . 1010.0 range at the
redshifts of the GOGREEN clusters, and to characterise the de-
tected sources by means of their broad-band SEDs. These steps
are described in detail in Sect. 3.
All photometric data sets undergo basic reduction steps
such as flat-fielding, cosmic-ray rejection, astrometric register-
ing and background subtraction. Especially for the Near-IR data,
a proper data reduction relies on a dithered set of exposures to
perform the sky background subtraction. The astrometric regis-
tering is done with SCAMP (Bertin 2006), using the USNO-B1
catalogue (Monet et al. 2003). Astrometry is aligned well within
0.10′′ between filters, ensuring reliable colour measurements.
We mask regions of the images that are not suitable for our
analysis. First, we mask bright stars, their diffraction spikes and
reflective haloes, as well as artefacts in any photometric band.
We also, conservatively, require that photometry in all bands
listed in Table 2 is available at any sky position considered in
this work. This ensures a study with a similar data set per cluster.
Since data are taken with a range of different telescopes and in-
struments, the area considered for this study ranges from ∼ 5×5′
to ∼ 10 × 10′. In the most restricted analysis, where we rely
on the Gemini/GMOS z-band pre-imaging for our photometric
analysis, we still probe the galaxy population to radial distances
of ∼1500 kpc from the cluster centres, well beyond the cluster
virial radius or R200 (Biviano et al., in prep.).
2.3. Cluster centres - Brightest Cluster Galaxies
The analysis presented in this paper is performed with respect
to the cluster centres defined as the positions of the Brightest
Cluster Galaxies (BCGs). The identification of BCGs in these
clusters is not always straightforward, as some clusters at high-
z have BCGs that are significantly less dominant in terms of
brightness compared to the overall galaxy population (Lidman
et al. 2012), and one given galaxy is not always the brightest
one in every photometric band. In this work we define the BCG
as the most massive galaxy with a photometric redshift consis-
tent with the cluster mean redshift, and projected within 500 kpc
from the main galaxy over-density. In general, these candidates
correspond to the galaxies that are brightest in the redder pho-
tometric bands. In some cases, notably SPTCL-0546, our HST
F160W photometry (PI=Wilson, PID=15294; Chan et al., in
prep.) helped to separate a dense clump of neighbouring galaxies
that were blended in the ground-based photometry, to revise our
identification of the BCG.
Five of our clusters overlap with the BCG sample studied
in Lidman et al. (2012). In four cases we identify the same
BCGs as in that work, but for SpARCS-1634 we note that our
HST F160W photometry identifies the BCG candidate from Lid-
man et al. (2012) as a major merger rather than a single mas-
sive galaxy. The coordinates of our final sample of BCG can-
didates are in Table 1. In all but two cases, these candidate
BCGs were spectroscopically targeted, and thus securely con-
firmed to be part of the cluster. The exceptions are SPTCL-2106
and SpARCS-0219, for which we have to rely on photometric
information. We note that in this work, where we study the clus-
ter galaxy SMF, the results are not strongly affected by how we
define the cluster centres3.
Appendix B presents colour images for each cluster, based
on three photometric bands. The cut-outs are centred on the BCG
3 We note that our study does not treat BCGs differently from
other/satellite galaxies, and they are included in the measurement of
the SMF.
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locations, and spectroscopic targets are marked (cluster members
in green).
3. Analysis
3.1. Object detection and photometry
We perform object detection in the original, un-convolved, Ks-
band stacks by running SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
with the requirement that sources have at least 5 adjacent pixels
that are >1.5σ above the local background RMS.
To perform aperture photometry on the same intrinsic part
of each source, we convolve each individual stack with a kernel
created with PSFEx (Bertin 2011) to bring them to a common
(Moffat-shaped) point spread function (PSF) for each cluster
field. Aperture photometry is measured on these homogenised
stacks, using circular apertures with a diameter of 2′′.
A standard approach would be to convolve all images to
match the image with the worst PSF, which is the Spitzer/IRAC
data. However, to benefit from the superior spatial information
from the ground-based imaging, we incorporate aperture fluxes
measured in IRAC following the approach that was laid out
in van der Burg et al. (2013), and introduced by Quadri et al.
(2007). In addition to the IRAC channels, we convolve only the
Ks-band stack to the largest FWHM PSF (Moffat with FWHM
2.0′′ or 2.5′′, depending on whether a cluster has been observed
in IRAC [5.8] and [8.0]µm, cf. Table 2). Then, all IRAC fluxes
are measured within apertures that have a diameter of 3′′, so
that the IRAC PSF size is better matched than with the origi-
nal, smaller, apertures. The flux we use in the SED fitting, which
is included in the photometric catalogues, is defined as:
IRACcat = IRAClargePSF,3′′app ×
KssmallPSF,2′′app
KslargePSF,3′′app
(1)
This approach largely removes source confusion and blending as
it accounts for the contribution of neighbouring sources whose
fluxes leak into the IRAC aperture, under the assumption that
the Ks-IRAC colours are similar for the studied source as for the
contaminant.
In order to perform aperture photometry on stacks other than
the IRAC imaging, we consider the stacks with the worst im-
age quality per cluster, IQmax,cl, which have FWHMs ranging
from 0′′.83 to 1′′.28. The PSFEx kernels convolve each stack
to a PSF with a Moffat-β parameter of 2.5 and a FWHM of
1.1×IQmax,cl+0.05. These choices ensure that the target PSF has
sufficiently broad wings that no deconvolution is required.
Since our analysis is focussed on faint galaxies, uncertain-
ties on aperture fluxmeasurements are dominated by fluctuations
in the background. To estimate this noise component, we ran-
domly place apertures on sky positions that do not overlap with
sources that are detected in the Ks-band. The resulting fluxes
approximately follow a Gaussian distribution centred around 0.
The RMS, which depends on the local image depth, defines
the flux uncertainty. The depths quoted in Table 2 correspond
to the median depth of the unmasked area, measured on PSF-
homogenised images.
Relative flux calibration (i.e. for measuring colours) is done
based on the universal properties of the stellar locus (High et al.
2009; Kelly et al. 2014). We consider the wavelength response
of each photometric observation independently. Effective wave-
length response curves are obtained by considering the through-
put of the telescopes, the detector response, the used filters4 and
4 cf. http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/fps/ for a large compilation of
filter throughput curves.
atmosphere transmission models. We obtain a reference stellar
locus for each combination of filters by integrating stellar li-
braries from Pickles (1998), for which flux measurements are
taken in the Near-IR by Ivanov et al. (2004). In addition, we also
consider the library used by Kelly et al. (2014) and integrate all
these stellar spectra through the effective response curves. Our
photometry is then calibrated by applying offsets to the instru-
mental magnitudes, so that stellar colours match the reference
locus. We note that Galactic dust extinction is negligible in the
fields we study.
These calibration steps lead to colour calibrations with typi-
cally ∼ 0.01−0.03mag uncertainties. We chose the anchor point
for the absolute flux calibration to be the 2MASS all-sky cata-
logue of point sources (Cutri et al. 2003), to which we match our
total J- and Ks-band instrumentalmagnitudes. Those total instru-
mental magnitudes are measured with SExtractor in Kron-like
apertures (option MAG_AUTO). This allows a flux measurement
that is only slightly lower than the total/intrinsic value. We make
a ∼0.02-0.10 magnitude correction based on source simulations,
as detailed in Sect. 3.4 and Appendix A.1.
3.2. Photometric redshifts
We estimate photometric redshifts for our sources using the
template-fitting code EAZY (Version May 2015; Brammer et al.
2008). The basic EAZY templates are used, which are based on
the PEGASEmodel library (Fioc& Rocca-Volmerange 1997), in
addition to a red galaxy template taken fromMaraston (2005). In
the following we refer to zphot as the peak of the posterior proba-
bility distribution of the redshift estimated with EAZY. To quan-
tify the quality of the measured photometric redshifts, we define
a relative scatter ∆z = zphot−zspec1+zspec for each object that has a reliable
spectroscopic redshift zspec.
Initially, this process results in 4.7% outliers, defined here as
objects for which |∆z| > 0.15. For the remaining galaxies, we
measure a bias of -0.03 (zphot values are slightly too low com-
pared to zspec), and a scatter around the mean of 0.043.
We find a subtle, but significant, residual trend between the
estimated zphot and zspec, which suggests that the initial zphot es-
timates are not optimal. This may be due to small residuals in
the photometric calibration, for example because the typical at-
mosphere models that are included in the filter throughputs are
not fully representative of the atmospheric conditions at the time
of the observations. Rather than re-training the photometric cal-
ibration based on these offsets, we find that these residuals are
well described by the quadratic functions zphot = 1.12 × zEAZY −
0.03 × z2EAZY for the Southern clusters, and zphot = zEAZY + 0.05
for the Northern clusters. After correcting for these residuals,
we are left with ∼ 4.1% outliers, a mean ∆z of 0 (by construc-
tion there is no bias after correction), and a scatter around this
mean of σz=0.048.
Figure 1 compares the spectroscopic and photometric red-
shifts, after the correction. We note that these statistics are mea-
sured for galaxies more massive than 1010M⊙, even though the
correction was applied to all galaxies. If we instead consider
those more massive than 109.5M⊙, the outlier fraction increases
to 7.0% and the scatter increases slightly to 0.045 in ∆z.
The zphot estimator does not straightforwardly identify stellar
objects among the galaxy population. Rather, we make a distinc-
tion between stars and galaxies based on their different broad-
band colours. We apply a similar selection as previous studies
(e.g. Whitaker et al. 2011; van der Burg et al. 2018), to select the
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Fig. 1. Left: Photometric versus spectroscopic redshifts for all galaxies in the 11 cluster fields. Outliers, defined as objects for which |∆z| > 0.15,
are marked in orange. The outlier fraction is 4.1%, the scatter of the remaining objects is σz = 0.048. Right: ∆z as a function of Ks-band magnitude,
for sources with 1.0 < zspec < 1.5. Quiescent and star-forming galaxies (separated according to the criteria given in Sect. 3.3) are marked in red
and blue, respectively.
sample of galaxies:
J − Ks > 0.18 · (u − J) − 0.60∪ (2)
J − Ks > 0.08 · (u − J) − 0.30 . (3)
Where there is no u-band data available, we use the g-band in-
stead, and assume a typical colour (u − g)=0.7 to shift the selec-
tion region:
J − Ks > 0.18 · (g − J) − 0.47∪ (4)
J − Ks > 0.08 · (g − J) − 0.24 . (5)
We verify these selection criteria by considering the measured
colour distributions, which indeed show a clear separation be-
tween the cloud of galaxies and the stellar locus. We also con-
sidered a separation between stars and galaxies based on their
spatial extent compared to the size of the PSF. We find that this
provides a similar selection for brighter sources, whereas the
broad-band colours outperform a morphological selection at the
faint end of the source distribution.
3.3. Stellar masses and galaxy types
Stellar masses are inferred for each galaxy based on the total
Ks-band instrumental magnitude, and using the SED-fitting code
FAST (Kriek et al. 2009), which uses stellar population synthesis
models from Bruzual & Charlot (2003). We assume a Chabrier
(2003) IMF, solar metallicity, and the dust law from Calzetti
et al. (2000). Following the UltraVISTA reference sample, we
parameterise the star formation history as SFR ∝ e−t/τ, where
the timescale τ ranges between 10 Myr and 10 Gyr, and the
age (onset of star formation) is left as another free parameter.
Star-formation histories that are parametrised in this way may
underestimate the stellar mass by ∼0.2 dex compared to when
star-formation histories are estimated in bins (Leja et al. 2019a,
Webb et al., in prep.). However, since our goal is to perform a
consistent relative comparison with the UltraVISTA field sur-
vey, we use the same parameterisation as used there (Muzzin
et al. 2013b).
We measure rest-frame magnitudes in different bands based
on the best-fit SEDs. In this study we use the rest-frame U − V
and V − J colours to separate star-forming from quiescent galax-
ies, which is shown to work well even in the presence of dust red-
dening (e.g. Wuyts et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2009; Patel et al.
2012). The SEDs are taken from a dedicated EAZY run, where,
only for the purpose of measuring rest-frame colours, the red-
shifts of all galaxies are fixed to the cluster mean redshift. Figure
2 shows the rest-frame colour distribution of galaxies with stellar
masses exceeding 1010M⊙ and projected distances R < 1000 kpc
from any of the cluster centres.
We note that there are small offsets between the quiescent
loci in the rest-frameUVJ colour distribution between the differ-
ent clusters, and when compared to the COSMOS/UltraVISTA
reference field. Similar trends were found in several previous
studies (Whitaker et al. 2011; Muzzin et al. 2013a; Skelton et al.
2014; Lee-Brown et al. 2017; van der Burg et al. 2018), and this
suggests some residual uncertainties in the photometric calibra-
tion. In this study, we manually shift the UVJ colour distribu-
tions back to the distribution from the COSMOS/UltraVISTA
field in the redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.4, by applying offsets that
re-align the quiescent loci between different studies. The mean
absolute shifts applied are 0.05 in both U − V and V − J.
After inspecting the bimodal galaxy distribution by eye, we
select a sample of quiescent galaxies following the criteria:
U − V > 1.3 ∩ V − J < 1.6 ∩ U − V > 0.60 + (V − J), (6)
which are close to the criteria used in Muzzin et al. (2013a) for
the UltraVISTA sample.
Our analysis relies on the ability to separate star-forming
from quiescent galaxies based on their U − V and V − J rest-
frame colours5. To estimate the effect photometric uncertainties
5 How galaxies evolve in their UV J colours depends on their star for-
mation histories, and particularly on the way in which they quench (e.g.
Belli et al. 2019). As noted in e.g. Leja et al. (2019b), this choice of
rest-frame colours does not necessarily well separate galaxies with low
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Table 3. Data points of the SMFs measured in this work. Error bars for the cluster SMFs are based on bootstrap resamplings, where clusters are
drawn with replacement as detailed in the text. The quiescent galaxies in the cluster environment are only reliably detected and characterised at
stellar masses M⋆ ≥ 109.7 M⊙.
Cluster<1000 kpc Cluster<500 kpc Field
Φ [cluster−1 dex−1] Φ [cluster−1 dex−1] Φ [10−5 Mpc−3 dex−1]
log[M⋆/M⊙] All Quiescent Star-forming All Quiescent Star-forming All Quiescent Star-forming
9.55 - - 96.5+95.9
−17.6 - - 60.0
+72.0
−15.9 478.4 ± 15.1 32.9 ± 4.1 445.4 ± 14.5
9.65 - - 47.4+14.2
−2.1 - - 27.9
+18.8
−6.4 452.6 ± 10.1 32.8 ± 2.8 419.8 ± 9.7
9.75 34.9+15.2
−4.8 7.7
+14.1
−3.9 27.2
+5.7
−3.5 19.4
+17.5
−5.7 6.7
+13.4
−4.2 12.7
+5.0
−2.9 369.7 ± 8.1 32.1 ± 2.4 337.6 ± 7.7
9.85 59.3+13.5
−6.1 23.5
+6.7
−2.9 35.8
+9.3
−4.6 23.9
+8.5
−5.1 12.2
+5.6
−4.5 11.8
+3.0
−2.1 379.3 ± 8.2 41.3 ± 2.7 338.0 ± 7.7
9.95 63.2+31.3
−5.3 29.9
+18.1
−4.3 33.3
+6.3
−3.5 27.9
+13.9
−4.7 16.2
+10.8
−2.8 11.8
+3.4
−3.5 326.2 ± 7.6 53.3 ± 3.1 272.9 ± 6.9
10.05 67.5+17.5
−1.7 37.2
+7.5
−4.2 30.3
+11.5
−2.1 37.5
+10.5
−2.3 26.1
+8.8
−3.7 11.4
+6.5
−2.6 282.2 ± 7.0 54.5 ± 3.1 227.7 ± 6.3
10.15 63.2+16.4
−7.3 30.7
+8.2
−4.1 32.5
+13.2
−6.4 36.6
+9.3
−5.6 19.7
+4.4
−2.6 16.9
+5.5
−5.2 298.4 ± 7.2 68.0 ± 3.5 230.4 ± 6.3
10.25 70.3+19.5
−8.9 40.4
+14.1
−8.3 30.0
+8.3
−3.5 35.6
+11.3
−6.2 23.1
+8.3
−6.8 12.5
+5.5
−3.6 249.4 ± 6.6 73.3 ± 3.6 176.0 ± 5.5
10.35 67.6+9.2
−4.9 41.0
+6.9
−4.7 26.6
+6.3
−4.9 34.4
+5.7
−3.6 24.4
+3.9
−4.1 10.0
+3.6
−2.6 267.5 ± 6.8 86.2 ± 3.9 181.3 ± 5.6
10.45 73.8+13.3
−8.4 47.3
+9.0
−8.3 26.5
+10.4
−4.5 39.6
+11.3
−4.0 27.2
+5.1
−4.9 12.4
+9.1
−4.9 222.8 ± 6.2 80.8 ± 3.7 142.0 ± 4.9
10.55 60.3+8.9
−10.4 39.1
+6.0
−7.8 21.2
+4.7
−5.7 29.3
+4.8
−2.5 20.5
+4.8
−2.9 8.8
+4.4
−3.4 203.4 ± 5.9 83.4 ± 3.8 119.9 ± 4.5
10.65 59.8+10.7
−5.6 39.1
+8.0
−3.0 20.6
+6.6
−4.9 43.2
+11.0
−6.4 26.1
+8.5
−4.6 17.1
+6.0
−3.7 202.4 ± 5.9 92.4 ± 4.0 110.0 ± 4.3
10.75 53.3+6.2
−3.3 43.1
+5.9
−3.4 10.2
+3.5
−2.9 33.5
+6.1
−2.3 28.5
+5.4
−2.6 5.0
+3.3
−1.5 148.5 ± 5.0 77.2 ± 3.6 71.2 ± 3.5
10.85 56.1+5.8
−6.6 44.6
+4.9
−4.2 11.5
+6.4
−4.2 41.5
+5.7
−4.1 34.6
+4.2
−3.5 6.9
+5.2
−3.0 128.3 ± 4.7 69.5 ± 3.4 58.8 ± 3.2
10.95 34.5+6.9
−6.6 31.8
+6.6
−6.2 2.7
+1.0
−1.1 18.3
+5.6
−4.3 16.6
+5.0
−4.0 1.7
+1.5
−1.1 85.3 ± 3.8 53.4 ± 3.0 31.9 ± 2.3
11.05 33.4+2.5
−2.7 31.1
+2.0
−1.8 2.3
+1.2
−1.6 19.9
+3.2
−3.2 19.3
+2.8
−3.3 0.6
+0.7
−0.6 57.2 ± 3.1 39.2 ± 2.6 18.0 ± 1.8
11.15 12.7+6.5
−3.3 11.6
+4.8
−2.9 1.1
+1.2
−0.9 10.7
+5.6
−4.4 10.0
+5.0
−3.8 0.6
+0.4
−0.6 40.6 ± 2.6 29.4 ± 2.2 11.2 ± 1.4
11.25 11.8+2.5
−3.9 11.4
+2.2
−3.8 0.5
+0.4
−0.5 9.1
+2.3
−2.4 8.7
+2.1
−2.4 0.5
+0.3
−0.5 16.8 ± 1.7 13.1 ± 1.5 3.7 ± 0.8
11.35 7.3+2.8
−3.6 7.3
+2.8
−3.6 - 5.5
+2.6
−3.0 5.5
+2.6
−3.0 - 11.3 ± 1.4 10.0 ± 1.3 1.4 ± 0.5
11.45 4.3+1.9
−1.6 3.7
+2.1
−1.9 0.6
+0.5
−0.6 4.3
+2.0
−1.6 3.7
+2.1
−1.9 0.6
+0.5
−0.6 3.9 ± 0.8 3.0 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.4
11.55 0.9+1.0
−0.9 0.9
+1.0
−0.9 - 0.9
+1.0
−0.9 0.9
+1.0
−0.9 - 2.0 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.6 -
11.65 - - - - - - 0.7 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.2
11.75 - - - - - - 0.2 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.2 -
have on this selection, we take 50Monte Carlo realisations based
on our photometric catalogues, where we perturb the aperture
fluxes within their estimated uncertainties following a normal
distribution. We estimate rest-frame colours for the galaxies in
each perturbed catalogue, and study the standard deviation of
the results. The error bars in the lower part of Fig. 2 show the
median uncertainties in U − V and V − J separately, at different
stellar masses. Based on this experiment, we estimate a net effect
on the numbers of quiescent and star-forming cluster galaxies of
less than 10% (<0.05 dex), even at the lowest stellar masses con-
sidered in this work. Since the intrinsic colour distributions were
already smeared and broadened by measurement uncertainties
before we added extra noise, the true effect is likely smaller than
this estimate. Since the inferred bias is small compared to other
sources of uncertainty we consider, we do not attempt to correct
for this effect.
3.4. Completeness correction & Richness measurements
To characterise the completeness of the sources detected from
the Ks-band stacks, we measure the recovery rate of mock
sources that were added to the science images. For this exper-
iment, identical detection parameters were used as for the con-
struction of the photometric catalogues. All sources we inject
have an exponential (i.e. Sérsic=1) light profile with half-light
radii in the range 1-3 kpc (uniformly distributed), ellipticities in
amounts of residual star formation from those that are truly “dead”.
Even though we perform exactly the same selection on the field and
cluster galaxies, our results need to be regarded with this caveat in mind.
the range 0.0 to 0.2 (uniformly distributed), and cover a wide
range of magnitudes (uniformly distributed between 15 and 28)
around the detection threshold. We injected ∼ 30 000 galaxies
per cluster, spread over 60 runs to not significantly affect the
overall properties of the images with those simulated sources.
To perform a proper completeness correction, the correction fac-
tors are dependent on the intrinsic magnitude distribution (to ac-
count for Eddington bias Eddington 1913; Teerikorpi 2004). We
do take this correction into account, but, as illustrated in Ap-
pendix A.1, this has a minimal impact on our results. The PSF
of the Ks-band stacks (Image Quality reported in Table 1) are
taken into account when adding the sources.
The limiting magnitudes that are reported in Table 1 corre-
spond to the magnitude limit at which 80% of the mock sources
are still detected. Stellar mass limits corresponding to these mag-
nitude limits are also reported in the Table. These are based on
a single burst stellar population (template from Bruzual & Char-
lot 2003) formed at zform = 3.0, with a Chabrier (2003) IMF, no
dust and solar metallicity. We note that younger stellar popula-
tions (such as those in star-forming galaxies) are brighter at the
same stellar mass, and we assume that their stellar mass limit is
0.2 dex below that for quiescent galaxies (Bell & de Jong 2001).
To be able to scale the galaxy counts fairly in the SMF stack,
even at low stellar masses when not every cluster is complete, we
define a richness parameter λ. In this work, λ is defined as the
number of cluster galaxies, irrespective of galaxy type, with stel-
lar mass M⋆ ≥ 1010.2M⊙ measured within an R < 1000 kpc aper-
ture. To account for foreground and background interlopers in
these richness estimates, we perform a statistical subtraction of
field galaxies from the COSMOS/UltraVISTA survey (account-
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Fig. 2. Rest-frame U − V versus V − J diagram for galaxies com-
piled from all clusters, with stellar masses M⋆ ≥ 1010 M⊙ and within
projected R ≤ 1000 kpc. Green: Spectroscopic cluster members with
|∆zspec | ≤ 0.02. Orange: Photometric cluster members with |∆zphot| ≤
0.08. Grey distribution: UltraVISTA field galaxies with redshifts 1.0 <
z < 1.4 in the same mass range. The error bars present typical uncer-
tainties at the depth of our photometry for different stellar masses, and
separately for quiescent (red) and star-forming (blue) galaxies.
ing for different filter sets and depths compared to the cluster
fields, a method that is also described in Appendix A.3). The
resulting richnesses are listed in Table 1.
3.5. Membership selection
When measuring the SMF of cluster galaxies (results presented
in Sect. 4), it is important to account for line-of-sight interlop-
ers. Ideally the identification of cluster members is fully based
on spectroscopically measured redshifts of all sources found in
the direction of a galaxy cluster. However, since the clusters are
situated at high redshift, and given the low-mass galaxies we
wish to study, this is practically impossible within a reasonable
amount of telescope time. We will thus determine membership
of sources that were not targeted spectroscopically, based on our
multi-band photometry, in combination with spectroscopic in-
formation of similar sources that were targeted.
It is essential to define what “similar” means in this con-
text. We have to separate the galaxy population between star-
forming and quiescent galaxies, and further consider galaxies as
a function of stellar mass and projected separation from the clus-
ter centres. These three dimensions are expected to be important
in the selection of spectroscopic targets, the photometric-redshift
performance, and the success rate of measuring reliable spectro-
scopic redshifts.
Our approach, which is comparable to that followed in van
der Burg et al. (2013), relies on the spectroscopic subset being
representative of the photometrically selected galaxy population.
While this was a fundamental design goal of the GOGREEN
targeting strategy, we test this assumption in Appendix A.2, and
find that it is valid. The approach is visualised in Fig. 3, which
shows the same information as in Fig. 1, but here both axes are
Fig. 3. The same information as in Fig. 1, but here the x-axis shows the
difference in zspec with respect to the cluster redshift. This way we can
identify spectroscopic cluster members (orange and green), as well as
photometric cluster galaxies (red and green). Our fiducial measurement
approach subtracts fore- and background interloper galaxies based on
these relative numbers, after splitting the sample by galaxy type, and
selecting similar sources in terms of stellar mass and projected radial
distance from the cluster centers (cf. A.2).
referenced with respect to the cluster mean redshift. As depicted
in Fig. 3, the 11 clusters are essentially folded on top of each
other. Spectroscopic cluster members (here these are defined as
those for which |∆zspec| ≤ 0.02, so that we are still probing cluster
members that are 2 − 3σlos away from the mean redshift of the
most massive GOGREEN clusters, cf. Biviano et al., in prep.),
and photometric cluster members (those for which, in the current
example, |∆zphot| ≤ 0.08) are marked with different colours.
In practice, for each un-targeted source, we estimate its
membership probability based on the five most similar galaxies
(in terms of radial distance and M⋆) that were targeted. Targeted
galaxies are divided in four classes, which follow the colours
used in Fig. 3: “secure cluster”, “secure interloper”, “false posi-
tives”, and “false negatives”. The membership correction factor
Corri for each un-targeted galaxy i is
Corri =
N(secure cluster) +N(false negative)
N(secure cluster) +N(false positive)
, (7)
where the N(X) terms are the numbers of “secure cluster”, “se-
cure interloper”, and “false positives” among those five most-
similar targets (cf. lower panels of Fig. A.2).
This membership correction factor does not just range from 0
to 1, but also accounts for sources that were not even selected by
their photometric redshifts. These “false negatives” can increase
the weight to a value exceeding 1. We measure and assign such
a membership weight for each un-targeted galaxy, to provide a
statistical census of all cluster members.
Correction factors are around unity when the number of
“false negatives” and “false positives” are similar, and they be-
come larger or smaller based on the chosen |∆zphot| cut. We tested
that the final results are not sensitive to the choice of |∆zphot|
(within reasonable limits, as also visualised in Fig. 5), strength-
ening our confidence in this approach. We also performed an
analysis where correction factors were measured in bins of stel-
lar mass (instead of picking five similar galaxies per un-targeted
galaxy). The results are very similar.
As a robustness check, we measure the SMF of quiescent
galaxies by following an alternative approach which does not
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rely on the representativity of the spectroscopic sample. Rather,
it subtracts the line-of-sight interlopers statistically by making
use of a reference field; the COSMOS/UltraVISTA DR1 sur-
vey (Muzzin et al. 2013b). Here, only a subset of 13 filters is
used from the entire DR1 catalogue (those filters listed in Ta-
ble 2), and the entire analysis is performed identically to the
GOGREEN analysis itself. This robustness check is most valu-
able for the quiescent galaxy population, for which spectroscopic
redshift measurements are difficult and sparse at the low-mass
end. The result based on this method is presented, and com-
pared to that based on our fiducial method, in Appendix A.3; the
results are fully consistent, which provides credibility to both
approaches. We note that a statistical field subtraction of blue
galaxies is non-informative due to the very low over-density of
blue cluster galaxies against the fore- and background.
4. The stellar mass function
We measure the SMF of the GOGREEN cluster galaxies by con-
sidering all galaxies projected within 1000 kpc from the clus-
ter centres (BCG positions), and applying the correction factors
described in Sect. 3.5. Even though the cluster sample covers
a range of cluster masses, we note that 1000 kpc corresponds
to a typical value of R200 (Biviano et al., in prep.). Given this,
whether apertures are chosen in fixed physical units (as we have
chosen), or whether they are scaled with R200, would not affect
our results.
The photometry in the cluster fields has variable depth, lead-
ing to stellar mass detection limits that vary by several 0.1 dex
between clusters (cf. Table 1). We assign to each galaxy i, with
stellar mass M⋆,i and magnitude Ks, i, a total weight wi, de-
scribed as:
wi(M⋆,i) =
1
Compl(Ks,i)
× Corri ×
∑
cl λcl∑
cl,M⋆,i>M⋆,lim,cl
λcl
, (8)
where the first term corrects for sources that are undetected be-
cause they are too faint in the Ks-band (as described in Sect. 3.4
and Appendix A.1). The second term corrects for cluster mem-
bership (cf. Sect. 3.5). Since we do not consider sources below
the 80% stellar mass detection limit of each cluster, the third
term corrects for clusters that are missed because they do not al-
low one to probe galaxies at stellar mass M⋆,i. The numerator is a
sum of the richnesses of all clusters; the denominator is a sum of
the richnesses of clusters that are still complete at the stellar mass
M⋆,i. Richnesses are measured within the R < 1000 kpc aperture,
and for galaxies that are sufficiently massive to be securely de-
tected in all fields (cf. Sect. 3.4). Applying such weights to each
galaxy, we measure the cluster galaxy SMF down to 109.5M⊙
(109.7M⊙) for star-forming (quiescent) galaxies; seven out of the
11 clusters are complete all the way down to these limits.
To probe the uncertainties on the SMFmeasurement, we con-
sider cluster to cluster variations. We probe this source of uncer-
tainty by performing the analysis on 100 bootstraps taken from
the original cluster sample, where each time we draw 11 clusters
with replacement. The error bars we use range from the 16th to
the 84th percentile of the 100 bootstrap draws, and thus repre-
sent this source of uncertainty. In the hypothetical case where
each cluster is identical, this quoted uncertainty equals, by con-
struction, the Poisson uncertainties associated with the galaxy
counts in the stack.
4.1. Results and Schechter fits
The measured SMF of the galaxies in the GOGREEN clusters is
shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 4, where galaxies with R <
1000 kpc are considered. The data points are listed in Table 3.
At stellar masses M⋆ & 1010M⊙, the abundance of quiescent
galaxies exceeds that of star-forming galaxies (see also the lower
panel, where the quenched fraction is plotted).
Following common practice, we model the SMF by fitting a
Schechter (Schechter 1976) function to the data. This function is
parameterized as
Φ(M) = ln(10)Φ∗
[
M
M∗
](1+α)
exp
[
−
M
M∗
]
, (9)
where M∗ is the characteristic mass, α the low-mass slope, and
Φ∗ the normalisation. We estimate the parameters M∗ and α,
which define the shape of the Schechter function, following the
maximum likelihood approach described by Eq. 1 & 2 in Malu-
muth & Kriss (1986). The un-binned data points are used for the
fit, and following Annunziatella et al. (2014) & van der Burg
et al. (2018), we include weights for each galaxy to account for
incompleteness and membership (cf. Eq. 8). The normalisation
of the Schechter function, Φ∗, is defined such that the integral
over the considered stellar mass range (i.e. stellar masses larger
than 109.5M⊙ or 109.7M⊙) equals the number of all cluster galax-
ies (or more specifically, the sum of all weights).
The best fit parameters are listed in Table 4, where two
sources of uncertainty are quoted. The former are formal statis-
tical uncertainties from the likelihood fit. The latter uncertainties
indicate the range from the 16th to the 84th percentile of the
best-fit parameters based on the 100 bootstrap samples, where
each time 11 clusters were drawn with replacement. The best-fit
Schechter functions provide good descriptions of the data (GoF,
as defined and listed in Table 4, are around unity), hence we
do not consider a more complex fitting form such as a double
Schechter function in this work. We note that, while there is a
degeneracy between the best-fit Schechter parameters, we report
uncertainties that are marginalised over the other two parame-
ters.
To illustrate this degeneracy, Fig. 5 shows the 68 and 95%
confidence regions around the two parameters that describe the
shape of the Schechter function; M∗ and α. In addition, 20 of the
bootstrap values are shown (only the peaks of the respective like-
lihoods). The grey ellipses are uncertainty regions corresponding
to the best-fit parameters obtained from an analysis with a differ-
ent initial selection based on zphot. Whereas the solid black con-
tours show the results for a fiducial selection of |∆zphot| ≤ 0.08,
the grey contours show results for |∆zphot| ≤ 0.04, 0.06, 0.10,
and 0.12. The ellipses all overlap with each other, which indi-
cates that, as long as the interlopers are well characterised and
accounted for, the results do not depend on the initial selection
of galaxies (within reasonable limits).
4.2. Field comparison
To be able to isolate the influence of the cluster environment on
the galaxy population at these redshifts, we perform a compar-
ison with the co-eval field galaxy population as probed by the
COSMOS/UltraVISTA survey. We select all galaxies with pho-
tometric redshifts in the range 1.0 < z < 1.4 in the unmasked
area of the 1.62 deg2 DR1 catalogue (Muzzin et al. 2013b),
down to stellar masses of 109.5M⊙. We note that significant over-
densities have been identified at different redshifts in the COS-
MOS field (e.g. Kovacˇ et al. 2010; Laigle et al. 2016;Wang et al.
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Fig. 4. Top left panel: SMF of cluster galaxies within R ≤ 1000 kpc from the cluster centres. Black points: Total galaxy population. Blue and red
data points: The population of star-forming and quiescent galaxies, respectively. Small horizontal offsets have been applied compared to the black
points for better visibility. The open circles mark points below the 80% mass completeness limit, and, even though we perform an incompleteness
correction, these are, conservatively, not used in the fitting. Top right panel: SMF of co-eval field galaxies from the COSMOS/UltraVISTA survey
(1.0 < z < 1.4). The best-fitting Schechter functions are included in both top panels. Lower panels: Relative fraction of quiescent galaxies as a
function of stellar mass, in the different environments.
2016; Darvish et al. 2017, 2020). Cosmic (or field-to-field) vari-
ance (e.g. Somerville et al. 2004) may thus also bias the probed
galaxy population in the redshift interval 1.0 < z < 1.4, between
this field and the universe as a whole. We estimate the effect of
cosmic variance on the measured field SMF based on the recipe
described in (Moster et al. 2011) for the boundaries of our sur-
vey, finding that it relative cosmic variance ranges from ∼ 5% to
∼ 10% for the lowest and highest mass galaxies we study in this
volume. Since such a systematic uncertainty on the field com-
parison sample does not affect any of the conclusions drawn in
this work, we do not explicitly take this variance into account in
this analysis.
For this field study, in contrast to when we used the COS-
MOS/UltraVISTA for a statistical background correction in
Sect. 3.5, we use the full DR1 data set, which contains photom-
etry in 30 filters. Since, at this depth, we are approaching the
detection limit of the survey (Ks-band magnitude completeness
of 23.4 at 90% detection rate), we have to make two corrections
to the galaxy counts. Firstly, we note that luminous sources (or
those with a high stellar mass) are detectable up to higher red-
shifts compared to those of lower mass. We therefore perform a
“1/Vmax correction” such as described in Sect. 3.4.1 of Muzzin
et al. (2013a) (and references therein). Given the highest redshift,
zmax, at which galaxies with stellar masses M⋆ can be securely
(> 90% completeness) detected, we define Vmax to be the volume
spanned by the COSMOS/UltraVISTA survey, from redshift 1.0
to zmax. Each source is then assigned a weight Vtot/Vmax, where
Vtot is total volume spanned by the COSMOS/UltraVISTA sur-
vey in the redshift interval 1.0 < z < 1.4. All sources that have
stellar masses lower than the 90% completeness limit at that red-
shift are assigned a weight 0. Secondly, to account for residual
incompleteness, we use the corrections estimated for the Ultra-
VISTA detection band (Ks, Fig. 4 in Muzzin et al. 2013b). The
products of these weights are included in the data points. They
also enter in our maximum likelihood estimation, and we follow
a similar procedure as for the cluster galaxy population.
The results are shown in the right panel of Fig. 4, and the data
points are listed in Table 3. The best-fitting Schechter parameters
are reported in Table 4 and visualised in Fig. 5. We note that the
results are similar to the best-fit Schechter parameters estimated
by Muzzin et al. (2013a) based on the same data set, but in the
redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.5.
Several results are immediately apparent from Figs. 4 & 5.
Already in the redshift range 1.0 < z < 1.4, galaxies in clusters
have a significantly higher probability to be quenched than sim-
ilarly massive galaxies in the field. Yet, if we consider quiescent
galaxies only, the shape of the SMF of this galaxy type appears
similar between cluster and field. The same is also true if we only
consider star-forming galaxies. These points are illustrated more
clearly in Fig. 6, where the cluster- and field SMF are shown
in the same panels, this time divided by galaxy type. The field
counts are normalised so that they integrate to the same num-
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the best-fitting Schechter parameters between cluster and field, when the galaxy population is divided between different
galaxy types. Black contours: 1- and 2-σ uncertainties corresponding to the main analysis. Grey: Robustness tests based on different initial
photometric selection of cluster members. Red dots: Results based on cluster bootstrap samples, where clusters are drawn with replacement.
Purple contours: 1- and 2-σ uncertainties for the co-eval reference field.
ber of galaxies down to M⋆ ≥ 109.5M⊙. Within the relatively
small statistical uncertainties, the shapes of the distributions are
essentially indistinguishable between cluster and field, for qui-
escent and star-forming galaxies (note the ellipses in Fig. 5). On
the contrary, the overall shape of the SMF of all galaxies in the
cluster and field environments is significantly different; there are
relatively more low-mass galaxies in the field environment com-
pared to the cluster environment (or, conversely, there are more
massive galaxies in the cluster environment). These results are
discussed in more detail in Sect. 5, but first, we quantify the con-
tribution of the environment in the quenching of galaxies with
another metric.
4.3. Quenched Fraction Excess
A related measurement to the quenched fractions in clusters is
that of the Quenched Fraction Excess (QFE), which describes
the fraction of galaxies that would have been star-forming in the
field, but are quenched by their cluster environment. Specifically,
QFE =
fq,cluster − fq,field
1 − fq,field
, (10)
where fq,cluster and fq,field are the quenched fractions of galaxies
in the cluster and field environment, respectively. The quenched
fractions are a function of both stellar mass and environment, but
whether QFE is also a function of these parameters is a matter
of debate, and this may depend on epoch/redshift and on exactly
which environment is considered.
We note that other terms are adopted to refer to a similar
quantity as QFE, such as “transition fraction” (van den Bosch
et al. 2008), “conversion fraction” (Balogh et al. 2016; Fossati
et al. 2017), or “environmental quenching efficiency” (e.g. Peng
et al. 2010; Wetzel et al. 2015; Nantais et al. 2017; van der Burg
et al. 2018). We have adopted the terminology QFE, used in
Wetzel et al. (2012) and Bahé et al. (2017), since it seems intu-
itively closest to what is measured.
In Fig. 7 we present the QFE of cluster galaxies as a func-
tion of stellar mass, and for the two different radial regimes:
R < 500 kpc and R < 1000 kpc. Following the SMF measure-
ments, we report errors that are estimated from the bootstrap
resamplings. The effect of the environment is significant at all
stellar masses (QFE is well above zero over the entire range),
and is even higher closer to the cluster centres (R < 500 kpc)
than when we also consider galaxies at larger projected radii (cf.
van der Burg et al. 2018; Strazzullo et al. 2019). Furthermore,
the QFE is clearly dependent on stellar mass, with higher-mass
galaxies having a higher probability to be quenched due to their
environment.
5. Discussion
In this Section we first discuss our main results, which were pre-
sented in Sect. 4, at face value. Then, in subsections 5.1-5.3, we
discuss the status and predictions of a purely phenomenological
model, as well as a more physically motivated model, of galaxy
quenching. In these subsections, we discuss to what extent the
measurements are reproduced by the models, and discuss where
further tests and revisions may be required.
With the highly elevated quenched fractions measured for
galaxies in the GOGREEN clusters, it is clear that these galaxies
must have followed a different evolutionary path compared to
those in the co-eval field. The substantial influence of a cluster
environment in the quenching of galaxies does not come as a
surprise, and is shown in many previous studies since Dressler
(1980) (cf. Fig. 7 in Nantais et al. 2016, for a compilation of a
number of results in the literature). What is more remarkable is
the lack of an imprint this enhanced quenching process has on
the separate SMFs of star-forming and quiescent galaxies.
Indeed, in the high-density environments probed in this
work, there is no measurable difference in the shape of the
SMF of star-forming galaxies compared to the average field
(cf. Figs. 5 & 6). A similar result was found at lower redshift
(e.g. Peng et al. 2010; Vulcani et al. 2013; van der Burg et al.
2013; Annunziatella et al. 2014, 2016) or at more-moderate over-
densities at similar redshifts (Papovich et al. 2018). Thanks to
our low detection limit of 109.5M⊙ and high statistical preci-
sion due to the combined sample of 11 clusters, we can place
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Fig. 6. Left: The SMF function of quiescent galaxies in the cluster environment (R < 1000 kpc), compared to the field. The cluster data points
are identical to those shown in Fig. 4, while the field is normalised so that it integrates to the same number of quiescent galaxies down to
M⋆ ≥ 109.5 M⊙. Middle: Same but for star-forming galaxies. The best-fitting Schechter functions are over-plotted. The resemblance in the shapes
of the separate (quiescent versus star-forming galaxies) SMFs is evident. Right: Same comparison but for all galaxies, where there clearly is a
different SMF between cluster and field.
Table 4. Best-fitting Schechter parameters and their 1-σ/68% confidence limits for different galaxy types in the cluster and field environments. In
addition to the formal statistical uncertainty (first error) for the cluster data, we quote the bootstrap uncertainty (second error).
Environment Type log10[M∗/M⊙] α Φ∗a GoFb
All galaxies 10.77+0.04+0.05
−0.04−0.04 −0.59
+0.07+0.08
−0.07−0.13 64.65 ± 2.04
+8.35
−6.82 0.91
R < 1000 kpc Quiescent galaxies 10.73+0.04+0.06
−0.04−0.03 −0.22
+0.09+0.10
−0.09−0.21 52.45 ± 2.16
+4.65
−6.14 0.91
Star-forming galaxies 10.82+0.10+0.19
−0.09−0.12 −1.34
+0.09+0.19
−0.09−0.32 10.31 ± 0.47
+6.51
−5.38 1.38
All galaxies 10.80+0.05+0.06
−0.05−0.05 −0.50
+0.09+0.11
−0.09−0.18 38.69 ± 1.66
+5.36
−3.70 0.88
R < 500 kpc Quiescent galaxies 10.78+0.05+0.08
−0.05−0.03 −0.26
+0.11+0.14
−0.10−0.30 31.95 ± 1.67
+4.45
−5.81 0.72
Star-forming galaxies 11.06+0.19+0.38
−0.16−0.33 −1.53
+0.11+0.30
−0.10−0.47 2.41 ± 0.16
+3.90
−1.86 1.48
All galaxies 10.89+0.01
−0.01 −1.18
+0.01
−0.01 112.87 ± 0.78 2.60
Field Quiescent galaxies 10.70+0.01
−0.01 −0.26
+0.02
−0.03 92.32 ± 1.24 1.36
Star-forming galaxies 10.77+0.02
−0.01 −1.35
+0.01
−0.02 73.50 ± 0.59 2.34
a Normalisation is reported as average per cluster, so in units [cluster−1] for the cluster data, and [10−5 Mpc−3] for the reference
field.
b Even though maximum likelihood fits were performed on the unbinned data, we report goodness of fits (GoF) as χ2/d.o.f.,
where the best-fit models are compared to the binned data. For this we have assumed two-piece normal distributions for each
data point, corresponding to the asymmetric uncertainties in Table 3, where the ±1σ range covers a 68% total probability.
very strong constraints on the similarity in the shape of the SMF
of star-forming galaxies in different environments, compared to
most previous studies. This high statistical precision is reflected
by the relatively small uncertainties shown in Fig. 5. For exam-
ple, we find that there is a ∼ 10% probability that the α parameter
that describes the low-mass end of the star-forming SMF devi-
ates by more than ±0.5 from the best-fit field value. Furthermore,
there is only a ∼ 10% probability that the characteristic mass
M∗ deviates by more than 0.30 dex from the best-fit field value.
These numbers are based on the bootstrapped cluster samples,
and thus include cluster-to-cluster variance.
Remarkably, we also do not find a measurable difference be-
tween the SMF of quiescent galaxies between GOGREEN clus-
ters and the co-eval field studied in this work (cf. Fig. 6). Here,
again we showcase the precision of our measurement, by making
a more stringent and quantitative statement regarding our finding
that the SMF of quiescent galaxies has a similar shape between
the cluster and field; we find that there is a mere ∼ 10% prob-
ability that the α parameter that describes the low-mass end of
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Fig. 7. Quenched Fraction Excess (QFE) for cluster galaxies as a func-
tion of stellar mass. Black: Considering cluster galaxies at R < 500 kpc.
Grey: Considering cluster galaxies at R < 1000 kpc. Green dashed:
Galaxy evolution model as described in Sect. 5.2, where the field and
cluster galaxies have started forming at different redshifts.
the quiescent SMF deviates by more than ±0.3 from the best-
fit field value. Moreover, there is only a ∼ 10% probability that
the characteristic mass M∗ deviates by more than 0.12 dex from
the best-fit field value. Again, these numbers are based on the
bootstrapped cluster samples, and thus include cluster-to-cluster
variance. We note that Chan et al. (2019) obtain a similar re-
sult based on measurement of the rest-frame H-band luminosity
function of red-sequence galaxies in seven of the GOGREEN
clusters.
At first glance, the similarity in the shape of the SMF of qui-
escent galaxies in different environments is surprising given the
much-higher total quiescent fraction of galaxies in clusters com-
pared to the field. In the local Universe, studies that measure an
excess of low-mass quenched galaxies in high-density environ-
ments compared to in lower-density environments, attribute this
to a different quenching mechanism at play (Peng et al. 2010;
Bolzonella et al. 2010; Moutard et al. 2018). We note that there
is still some debate concerning the impact of environment on the
shape of the different SMFs in the local Universe. For instance,
some studies that do not find a difference may be hampered by a
too high stellar mass completeness limit, so that a potential trend
may not be detectable in the data (e.g. Vulcani et al. 2013; Calvi
et al. 2013).
In contrast, the total SMF of galaxies in the clusters and the
field (with stellar masses M⋆ ≥ 109.7M⊙) is radically different.
A two-sample KS test (e.g. Chapter 14 in Press et al. 1992) indi-
cates that the probability that both samples of galaxies are drawn
from the same parent distribution is P ∼ 10−21. While SMFs
of individual galaxy types are similar in the different environ-
ments, the total SMF is not because of the different fractions of
quenched galaxies in cluster and field.
It is worthwhile to point out that, when comparing our works
to e.g. Kawinwanichakij et al. (2017) and Papovich et al. (2018),
who study the influence of environment on the star-forming
properties of galaxies in the ZFOURGE and NMBS surveys, we
use a different definition of field. In the present work, we take
the “field” to be an average/representative part of the Universe.
This therefore includes numerous moderate over-densities like
galaxy groups, which may trigger and/or enhance quenching. In
contrast, some other studies define their lowest-density quartile
as the basis compared to which environmental quenching pro-
cesses are quantified (Peng et al. 2010; Kawinwanichakij et al.
2017; Papovich et al. 2018). Besides this aspect, we study mas-
sive galaxy clusters, whereas their relatively small survey area
only probes more moderate galaxy densities. With both differ-
ences taken together, we measure the influence of the environ-
ment over a different range in environmental densities, and it is
thus remarkable that we obtain qualitatively similar results as
those studies.
The substantially elevated quenched fraction of galaxies in
clusters, in combination with the similarity in the SMFs of qui-
escent and star-forming galaxies, provides insights into how
quenching operates in these environments.
5.1. The need for environmental quenching
While there is a clear need for environmental quenching to ex-
plain the quenched excess in the GOGREEN clusters, it is ques-
tionable whether similar processes are at play as in the local Uni-
verse. Here we discuss our results in the context of the quenching
model that was introduced and employed by Peng et al. (2010).
The key feature of this model, which is supported by observa-
tions in the z < 1 Universe, is that mass and environment affect
the quenched fraction of galaxies in a way that is separable (al-
though some recent work challenges this picture, Darvish et al.
2016; Pintos-Castro et al. 2019). This led Peng et al. to introduce
concepts of mass- and environmental quenching. An important
aspect of this model is that neither of these quenching modes
affects the shape of the SMF of star-forming galaxies (as a func-
tion of time or environment). Our observation that the shape of
the SMF of star-forming galaxies between the GOGREEN clus-
ter galaxies and the co-eval field is similar, is thus in line with
the Peng et al. (2010) model. One of the quenching processes
that keeps the shape of the SMF of star-forming galaxies intact
and unchanging with time, is a process that operates completely
independently of stellar mass. This is what Peng et al. (2010)
refers to as environmental quenching. In its basic form, this re-
quires the QFE to be constant as a function of stellar mass. In
contrast to the local Universe, where the environment is indeed
observed to have this effect (Baldry et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2010;
De Lucia et al. 2012; Phillips et al. 2015), this is clearly not
the case for the GOGREEN clusters at z & 1 (cf. Fig. 76, also
see Balogh et al. 2016; Kawinwanichakij et al. 2017). If the en-
hanced quenched fractions of galaxies in clusters were due to
an environmental quenching process that was independent of
stellar mass, this would have resulted in an over-abundance of
quenched low-mass galaxies, resulting from the high abundance
of star-forming galaxies that undergo quenching (Papovich et al.
2018).
We stress this point more clearly in Fig. 8, where we explore
the additional environmental quenching that is required to take
6 While the overall trend shown in Fig. 7 is increasing with stellar
mass, we can, with the current uncertainties not rule out that the QFE
plateaus at masses log[M⋆/M⊙] . 10.5, and only strongly increases for
higher masses.
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Fig. 8. A comparison between the data and predictions from the model
described in Sect. 5.1. The main model assumption is that the quenched
fraction excess is independent of stellar mass, and fixed to the best-fit
value of QFE = 0.47 ± 0.03. This corresponds to the pure environmen-
tal quenching scenario from Peng et al. (2010), but is contrary to the
mass dependence we observe, cf. Fig. 7. While the star-forming SMF is
well reproduced by this model, there is a clear mis-match between the
predicted (red solid line) and observed (red points) SMF of quiescent
(cluster) galaxies.
place compared to the field7, in order to match the quiescent dis-
tribution of galaxies observed in the clusters. For this, we take
the Schechter functions fitted to the field galaxy populations of
star-forming and quiescent galaxies as a starting point. Since the
total number of galaxies is conserved in this model, the total nor-
malisation of galaxies (red+blue) is set by the total number of
galaxies contained in the data points (which represent the cluster
population). The red dotted line represents the re-normalised fit
to the field quiescent galaxy SMF, which represents the popula-
tion of galaxies that have been intrinsically (=“mass”) quenched.
On top of this, there is a certain fraction of blue field galaxies, de-
scribed by the blue Schechter function, that are “environmentally
quenched” and added to the quiescent population. This is repre-
sented by the dashed line, whose height is set by matching to the
overall fraction of quenched galaxies. The best-fit model has a
single value of QFE = 0.47 ± 0.03, and is shown by the solid
red line. The single value of the QFE is a direct consequence
of our assumption that environmental quenching in the Peng
et al. (2010) picture is independent of stellar mass. In the red-
shift range we consider, this simple model fails at reproducing
the data over the entire stellar-mass range. While this environ-
mental quenching term explains the excess quenching of galax-
ies in local galaxy clusters, there must be an additional/different
quenching mode that dominates at higher redshift.
7 We remind the reader that the field, as defined in this work, is repre-
sentative for the universe as a whole. It thus contains numerous smaller-
scale over-densities, such as groups and filaments, where environmental
quenching may also be occurring. Here, we quantify the excess quench-
ing caused by the cluster environment, compared to this baseline.
5.2. The formation time of galaxies and the pace of galaxy
evolution
The shape of the SMF of quiescent galaxies is indistinguishable
between cluster and co-eval field (at least in the redshift range
we study, 1.0 < z < 1.4). It is therefore worthwhile to consider
a single quenching process that may be responsible for quench-
ing galaxies in both environments, and which acts like “mass
quenching” in the Peng et al. (2010) framework. Qualitatively,
the quenched fractions of galaxies in the GOGREEN clusters are
comparable to that measured for the field in the local (z . 0.5)
Universe. Therefore, a simple explanation is one in which galax-
ies in clusters quench through the same processes as those in
the field, but simply do so at an earlier time. We thus consider
a scenario in which galaxies that are destined to become part of
our clusters start their formation “early” with respect to galaxies
in the field, but quench via a similar physical process. In fact,
in the experiment described in Sect. 6 of Peng et al. (2010), it
is assumed that there is a 1 Gyr delay in the formation of (seed)
galaxies in the D1 compared to the D4 regions, where D1 and D4
are the lowest and highest density quartile, respectively. With a
formation redshift of zform = 10 for D4, this means a formation
redshift of zform ≃ 4 for D1.
We attempt to redo the experiment described in Peng et al.
(2010), and make reasonable assumptions where information is
missing. For instance, we start with a distribution of star-forming
seed galaxies with masses between 102 − 109M⊙8 (with a mass
distribution described by a power law with logarithmic slope
α = −1.3), and let them, in steps of 20 Myr, grow in stellar
mass through in-situ star formation following the star forming
main sequence as parametrized in Schreiber et al. (2015) (we
could have used the results from Whitaker et al. 2014; Speagle
et al. 2014, the exact parametrization does not affect the result).
Galaxies are quenched with probabilities proportional to the in-
stantaneous SFR which, given the relation between SFR and stel-
lar mass, also results in a mass-dependent quenching probability.
We confirm, as described in Peng et al. (2010), that this builds
Schechter-like distributions both for star-forming and quiescent
galaxies. Interestingly, in this experiment, we find that the dif-
ference in formation time of 1 Gyr (zform = 10 for the cluster
galaxies versus zform = 4 for the field galaxies) leads to a QFE
at z = 1.2 that is qualitatively similar to what we observe in the
GOGREEN clusters compared to the field (although this sim-
plistic model, which we call “early mass quenching” suggests
that we may need an even larger difference to reproduce the ex-
act trend, cf. Fig. 7). The resulting SMFs are shown in Fig. 9,
and these indeed have forms that are qualitatively similar to the
observations.
We note that such a difference in formation time between
galaxies in cluster and field should express itself as a correspond-
ing difference in the ages of the stellar populations of quiescent
galaxies in clusters and in the field. Measurements like these,
and their interpretation, is still a topic of debate (van Dokkum
& van der Marel 2007; Gobat et al. 2008; Saglia et al. 2010;
Rettura et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2016). How-
ever, all those studies find, at fixed mass, age differences that are
less than, or at most, 1 Gyr between cluster and field. Since the
required difference in formation time is likely more than 1 Gyr
to explain the measured QFE, this seems inconsistent with the
measured ages (also see Webb et al., in prep.).
8 Peng et al. (2010) do not specify their mass range of seed galaxies.
They mention the precise value of the high-mass cutoff is immaterial
for the final results, as long as the cutof is at low-enough mass to avoid
over-populating the initial population with very massive galaxies.
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Fig. 9. Top panels: The result of a galaxy evolution models following the formalism for mass quenching, as described in Peng et al. (2010). These
assume a formation redshift of zform = 10 (left panel) and zform = 4 (right panel), and the panels compare the results at z = 1.2. For easy comparison,
the right panel was renormalised by a factor 5.6 so that both panels have the same number of galaxies in the plotted mass range. Lower panels:
Relative fraction of quiescent galaxies for the model runs with the two different formation redshifts. In this model we observe a qualitatively
similar SMF of quiescent galaxies in both panels, as well as for the star-forming galaxies. Moreover, the mass-dependent QFE of the zform = 10
population compared to the zform = 4 population is similar to what we observe (cf. Fig. 7). Details on the model are given in Sect. 5.2 and in Peng
et al. (2010).
Within the framework of this simple model, we consider
another option, namely that the SFRs of galaxies are elevated
in the environments that are progenitors to our clusters, com-
pared to the co-eval field at those early times. Even though the
environmental-dependence of the star-forming main sequence is
still a topic of debate (e.g. Vulcani et al. 2010; Popesso et al.
2011; Koyama et al. 2013; Paccagnella et al. 2016; Paulino-
Afonso et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018; Tomczak et al. 2019), it is
clear that there is, at the epoch of the observation, no large differ-
ence in the star-formingmain sequence between cluster and field
(For the GOGREEN data set we measure an offset of 0.14 dex
in the sSFR between cluster and field, at a significance of 3.1σ,
Old et al. 2020). This has not necessarily been the case at earlier
times. Indeed, some distant (proto-) clusters appear to be form-
ing stars at particularly high rate (Casey et al. 2015; Wang et al.
2016; Oteo et al. 2018; Cheng et al. 2019). With an increased
SFR of galaxies at early times, our naive expectation is that, at
fixed formation epoch, this would increase the number of mass-
quenched galaxies (as this quenching process is proportional to
the SFR of individual galaxies). However, since the increased
SFR would result in a proportional increase in the population of
star-forming galaxies, we would notice no gain in the quenched
fraction in this experiment (the QFE would be equal to zero at
all masses). Therefore, the observed trend shown in Fig. 7 is not
reproduced.
We note that the above experiment (“early mass quenching”)
also includes mergers, and “merger quenching” as implemented
by Peng et al. (2010). In their model, when major mergers hap-
pen at z < 3, they are assumed to quench the participating galax-
ies. We take the redshift-dependent major merger rates adopted
by Peng et al. for the D1 and D4 density quartiles9, and apply
9 While we take the values adopted by Peng et al. (2010), we note that
the mass-, redshift- and environmental dependence of galaxy merger
them independently of stellar mass (so we do not specifically es-
timate merger rates in cluster environments). In practise, in each
step of 20Myr, we randomly assign galaxies that are supposed to
merge in this time interval. We then go through the mass-sorted
list of galaxies that are flagged to merge, and pair them up so
mergers happen between galaxies with most similar masses. We
note that, within the limits and implementations we have tried,
the inclusion of mergers have a minimal effect on the measured
SMFs, nor do they result in a drastic quenched fraction excess
in different environments. However, we note that Tomczak et al.
(2017) perform a similar model to match to the galaxy SMF of
the ORELSE galaxy clusters, but leave the merger rate as an ad-
justable parameter. They find that an elevated merging rate may
completely re-shape the measured SMF (their Figure 9).
While purely mass-independent environmental quenching
does not reproduce our results, as discussed in Sect. 5.1, the in-
clusion of “early mass quenching” brings the model predictions
much closer to the measured SMFs. Further observables, such
as measured ages of stellar populations in different environment,
are required to critically test this model (as we will discuss in
future work).
In this subsection we have treated the cluster and field envi-
ronments as completely separate environments, with either dif-
ferent formation times, or different star formation (or gas con-
sumption) rates. This is an obvious limitation, as clusters grow
by the accretion of surrounding structures that may all have dif-
ferent formation/collapse times (some being the sites where we
expect pre-processing to be taking place, Reeves et al., in prep.
McGee et al. 2009; Fossati et al. 2017). We further note that a
fundamental limitation of the approach we have taken is that the
Peng et al. (2010)model is not a physical model. The assumption
rates are still debated, and an active topic of research, cf. Rudnick et al.
(2012); Delahaye et al. (2017); Duncan et al. (2019).
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that the quenching rate is proportional to the instantaneous SFR
seems difficult to explain in physical terms, even though it helps
to reproduce many observational results. In the next section we
thus discuss a more physically motivated model to interpret our
findings.
5.3. Results in the light of a “cosmic starvation” scenario
Some studies have argued that a quenching mechanism dubbed
“cosmic starvation” (or “strangulation”) may be responsible for
the majority of quenching observed in the Universe (Larson et al.
1980; Peng et al. 2015; Fillingham et al. 2015; Davies et al.
2016; Trussler et al. 2020), both for quenching that works as a
function of mass and environment. In the context of this work, it
is assumed that the accretion flow of gas is cut-off once a galaxy
has become a satellite of a larger halo (cf. Fig. 13 in Schawinski
et al. 2014). For instance, one could say that the gas accretion is
cut-off once the galaxy is part of a halo with Mhalo & 1012M⊙
(Dekel & Birnboim 2006). What follows is that the galaxy will
consume its left-over gas supply until it is entirely “starved” and
quenches.
Outflows associated with star formation are expected to fur-
ther shorten the gas depletion times compared to that which
is expected for “cosmic starvation”. In such a process, dubbed
“overconsumption” by McGee et al. (2014), outflows with typ-
ical mass loading factors η ∼ 2 − 3 would shorten the total
quenching/delay time substantially (Balogh et al. 2016). In this
way, galaxies may already quench before stripping events occur
(McGee et al. 2014). Because star formation rates were much
higher in the past, a key feature of this model is that “overcon-
sumption” is very effective at high redshift. Another feature is
that high-mass star-forming galaxies quench their star formation
relatively more efficiently after cut-off from cosmic gas inflows,
since empirical relations show that lower-mass galaxies have rel-
atively larger gas reservoirs and thus longer gas consumption
time scales. This is fully in line with what we observe in the
shape of the SMF of quiescent galaxies. Also, the general de-
pendence of the QFE on stellar mass is well reproduced by this
model (Balogh et al. 2016).
However, it is not clear whether “overconsumption”makes a
matching prediction for the measured shape of the SMF of star-
forming cluster galaxies. If massive galaxies are cut-off from
their gas supply (either in the present cluster environment, or in
their pre-processing stage), they would quench and be removed
from the parent population of star-forming galaxies. We would
naively expect this to affect the shape of the SMF of star-forming
galaxies. Yet, we observe the shape of SMF of star-forming
galaxies to be identical between cluster and field, and this seems
to be at odds with the predictions of this model. However, we
note that the abundance of high-mass galaxies are least well con-
strained with our data, and there may be enough flexibility in the
data to fully match the predictions of “overconsumption”.
Ultimately, one would utilise cosmological theoretical mod-
els of galaxy formation to interpret our measurements. In con-
trast to the Peng et al. (2010) framework, hydrodynamical sim-
ulations or semi-analytic models may provide insight into the
physical processes at play. While the total galaxy SMF at z < 4
can be reproduced by the current generation of hydrodynami-
cal simulations (Furlong et al. 2015; Pillepich et al. 2018) and
semi-analytic models (e.g. Henriques et al. 2015; De Lucia et al.
2019), environment-specific quantities are still challenging to
model correctly. By z ∼ 0, satellite galaxies in simulations
are over-quenched in dense environments (e.g. Weinmann et al.
2012). Possible explanations for this include excessive densities
of the intra-cluster medium, an underestimation of a galaxy’s
ability to hold on to its gas due to finite resolution and/or a lack
of a dense, cold ISM component in the simulations (Bahé et al.
2017; Kukstas et al. 2019). The results presented in this paper
provide an additional observational constraint, at higher z, to be
compared against, with the hope that this may provide additional
insights in where the current simulations and theoretical models
fail and may be improved (Kukstas et al., in prep.).
6. Summary and conclusions
We measure and study the SMF of star-forming and quiescent
galaxies in 11 GOGREEN clusters at 1.0 < z < 1.4. Thanks
to deep multi-band photometry that spans (at least) B/g-band to
4.5µm, we are able to measure the SMF down to stellar masses
of 109.7M⊙ (109.5M⊙ for star-forming galaxies), which makes
this the most precise SMF measured in high-z dense environ-
ments. A critical aspect of these measurements is the support by
extensive and deep mass-selected spectroscopic sampling with
Gemini/GMOS. In particular, this allows us to perform a much
cleaner and more precise accounting and removal of fore- and
background interlopers (compared to the ordinary statistical sub-
traction of fore- and background interlopers based on a refer-
ence blank field). We compare the cluster galaxy SMF to that
measured for the co-eval COSMOS/UltraVISTA field, at similar
depth, in order to investigate which processes are responsible for
quenching galaxies in different environments. Our main findings
are:
– The clusters have a much higher quenched fraction than the
co-eval field, over the whole stellar mass range
– Yet, the SMF of quiescent galaxies has an indistinguish-
able shape, within the uncertainties of our data, between the
GOGREEN cluster and co-eval field.
– The shape of the SMF of star-forming galaxies is also indis-
tinguishable between cluster and field galaxies.
– Despite the identical shapes of the SMFs of the two galaxy
types, clusters have a different total SMF than the co-eval
field environment. This is a reflection of their much-higher
quenched fractions than the field.
– We define the excess quenching due to the cluster environ-
ment, on top of a quenching baseline set by the average envi-
ronment probed by the field survey, as a quenched fraction
excess QFE. We find QFE to be positive over the entire
mass range we probe. This indicates that processes related
to the cluster or its formation result in a passive fraction ele-
vated with respect to field galaxies at all stellar masses.
– The QFE strongly increases with increasing stellar mass,
from ∼30% at M⋆ = 109.7M⊙, to ∼80% at M⋆ = 1011.0M⊙.
This is in stark contrast to many studies of the local Universe,
in which the QFE in dense environments is found to have no
mass dependence at a high level of significance.
Whatever process is responsible for the environmental ex-
cess quenching at this early epoch, it must therefore be strongly
dependent on stellar mass (or masquerade as such at the epoch
of observation). We have discussed such options in the context
of several galaxy quenching models:
– Pure mass-independent environmental quenching (as in Peng
et al. (2010)) assumes a QFE that is independent of mass.
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This is opposite to our finding that the QFE is a strongly
increasing function of stellar mass.
– An earlier formation time, compared to the field, of the pro-
genitors of our cluster galaxies would be able to explain our
mass-dependent QFE (“mass quenching” according to Peng
et al. (2010)). However, this scenario predicts stellar popula-
tion ages of quiescent galaxies that vary in different environ-
ments. It is questionable whether this is consistent with our
data, as we discuss in Webb et al. (in prep.).
– We argue that a physically motivated model of “overcon-
sumption”, as introduced by McGee et al. (2014), may pro-
vide an explanation of the observed trends. As discussed,
such a model is expected to leave an imprint at the high-
mass end of the SMF of star-forming cluster galaxies. It is
still unclear whether this is consistent with the data.
Our results unambiguously point at a quenching mechanism
that works differently from what we observe in the local Uni-
verse. It is likely that the current set of models provide the gen-
eral framework for galaxy quenching in different environments,
also at higher redshift. However, now that more precise mea-
surements are available in high-z over-dense environments, they
would have to be revised to provide also an accurate representa-
tion of the distant universe.
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Appendix A: Robustness tests
In this Appendixwe address several assumptionswe had to make
in this analysis, and study their impact on the presented results.
Appendix A.1: Magnitude bias and Eddington bias
We conservatively study the galaxy population down to our
80% detection limit, and perform a small incompleteness cor-
rection which is in principle a maximum of 25% increase in
source counts. However, many studies determine those cor-
rection factors based on the recovery percentage of injected
sources, and use these to correct counts at measured magnitudes
(cf. Fig. A.1). One should however perform this correction to
the distribution as a function of measured magnitudes, and there
is generally a bias between the intrinsic and measured magni-
tudes. Especially around the detection limit, sources are system-
atically measured to be fainter (by about 0.1 magnitudes) than
their intrinsic magnitudes (at least the AUTO/Kron-like magni-
tudes measured with our SExtractor setup, as determined from
the image simulations).
In combination with measurement uncertainties (scatter),
this introduces a dependence on the intrinsic magnitude distri-
bution of sources, which results in Eddington (1913) bias. For
example, for an intrinsically steep magnitude distribution, there
will be relatively more faint sources scattering to brighter mag-
nitudes than bright sources scattering to fainter magnitudes. This
effect is relatively minor in our case (compare the different solid
lines in Fig. A.1). Noting that our SMFs are measured in log-
arithmic units, even the general magnitude bias does not have
a large impact on our results (compare the solid lines with the
dashed line in Fig. A.1). Properly accounting for Eddington bias
would require to perform the measurement iteratively (as in van
der Burg et al. 2010), but for this work we will assume a faint-
end slope with power-law slope α = −1, which is somewhere
between the ones we measure for quiescent and star-forming
galaxies, in estimating the Eddington bias.
Appendix A.2: Spectroscopic target selection
Our fiducial method to measure the cluster galaxy SMF relies
on the assumption that the spectroscopic sample is representa-
tive of the total galaxy population. We test this assumption in
Fig. A.2, where we compare, in the upper two panels, the photo-
metric sample with the spectroscopic targets in a plane of colour
and stellar mass. The black points, of which the green and red
are subsets, are the sources selected to be cluster galaxy candi-
dates based on their photometric redshifts. The coloured points
trace this distribution well for the star-forming population (right
panel), whereas they do not entirely trace the photometrically
selected distribution for the quiescent population (left panel), es-
pecially at the lowest masses.
There are several reasons for this mis-match. Firstly, the pho-
tometric redshifts were not used to select spectroscopic targets.
Rather, the selection was based on z− [3.6] colour versus z mag-
nitude (Balogh et al. 2017). Since quiescent and star-forming
galaxies have different M⋆/L, this does not map in a straight-
forward way to the stellar-mass dimension used in this work.
Secondly, red quiescent galaxies with low stellar masses are ex-
tremely faint in the blue, making the estimation of absorption-
line based redshifts very challenging, even with 15-hour long in-
tegrations. For this reason we perform an additional robustness
test in Sect. A.3.
Fig. A.1. Completeness of the detected sources as a function of magni-
tude. This is for a cluster at median Ks-band depth. Grey dashed: Naive
correction factor in the absence of magnitude bias and Eddington bias.
Here the x-axis refers to intrinsic magnitudes, and the y-axis to the frac-
tion of these sources that is recovered (at any measured magnitude).
Solid lines: Completeness as a function of recovered magnitude for dif-
ferent intrinsic magnitude distributions (indicated by different colours).
Here 1/Completeness would be the factor by which one needs to mul-
tiply the measured counts at different magnitudes, to recover the true
intrinsic magnitude distribution. This corrects implicitly for magnitude-
and Eddington bias. While we use the black solid curve in this work, we
note that they are very similar in the range where the galaxy population
is studied (i.e. leftward of the vertical grey line).
The lower two panels of Fig. A.2 illustrate the spectroscopic
target selection as a function of stellar mass and cluster-centric
radius. In this plane we select, as described in Sect. 3.5, for each
un-targeted galaxy (black points), five similar galaxies that were
targeted. To find the five closest galaxies, in stellar mass and dis-
tance, a 0.1 dex difference in stellar mass is taken to be equiva-
lent to a 100 kpc difference in radial distance (illustrated by the
ellipse in the lower left panel).
Even though the spectroscopic sampling is not complete,
we have spectroscopic measurements over the entire range in
stellar mass and radial distance. The dashed lines illustrate the
boundaries within which we study the galaxy populations in the
GOGREEN clusters, but we use spectroscopic targets slightly
outside the box to perform the membership correction.
Appendix A.3: Statistical background subtraction
While for the star-forming cluster galaxies we find that the spec-
troscopic sub-sample is well representative of the full photomet-
ric sample (Appendix A.2), this is not entirely true for the quies-
cent population, especially at the faint/low-mass end of the dis-
tribution (as explained in Appendix A.2). To investigate if this
may have caused a bias in the measured low-mass end of the
quiescent SMF, we perform an analysis that does not rely on the
spectroscopic data set at all. Since the quiescent targets are rea-
sonably over-dense against fore- and background interlopers, we
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Fig. A.2. Top panels: Colour- stellar mass diagram that compares the spectroscopic targets (coloured points) with photometrically selected cluster
galaxy candidates (black+green+red). Our method of subtracting fore- and background interlopers relies on the spectroscopic subset being a
representative subset. Left panel: Quiescent galaxies, for which this criterion is not fully met at low masses. Right panel: Star-forming galaxies,
for which this assumption is valid. Lower panels: Spectroscopic targets shown as a function of cluster-centric distance and stellar mass. The ellipse
shows the relative weight we give to either parameter when defining the five closest sources in this plane (which are used to estimate membership
for the black points). Dashed region defines the population studied in this work.
subtract these interlopers statistically. We have made use of the
COSMOS/UltraVISTA survey (Muzzin et al. 2013b), and per-
formed an analysis using only a sub-set of the available filters to
make it more representative of the GOGREEN photometric data
set.
The comparison is made in Fig. B.1, showing good consis-
tency, within the uncertainties, of the results based on both meth-
ods. We note that, for star-forming galaxies the over-density is so
low that such an approach would lead to a very imprecise mea-
surement.
For Approach 2, which relies on a statistical background sub-
traction, such interloper galaxies are included in the same likeli-
hood and have a negative weight.
Appendix B: Colour images
This Appendix presents colour images of the 11 clusters studied
here. The physical scale (corresponding to an on-sky angle of 1
arcmin) is indicated for each cluster.
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Fig. B.1. Red: Our fiducial analysis makes best use of the spectroscopic
coverage of GOGREEN. It reduces the effect of cosmic variance since it
does not rely on the statistical subtraction of interlopers from a reference
field. However, for this approach we have to assume that the spectro-
scopic subset is representative of the full galaxy population. Black: An
alternative approach is to subtract the fore- and background interlopers
statistically by making use of the external COSMOS/UltraVISTA sur-
vey. The latter approach does not make use of the spectroscopy at all,
yet presents results that are fully consistent with those obtained with the
fiducial method. Small horizontal offsets have been applied, to the data
points only, for better visibility.
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Fig. B.2. Colour composite images of the clusters in our sample, based on g or B-, i/I-, and Ks-band imaging. Spectroscopic targets are indicated,
with cluster members in green and non-members in red. An angular scale is indicated, together with the physical scale transverse to the line-of-
sight.
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Fig. B.3. ... continued.
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